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The return to retreading . . .
With staggering costs from
all directions, transporters
are finding themselves held
at ransom in trying to control
operating costs.

Fuel and

tyres generally represent the
two highest operating costs
for transporters, with tyres
providing the only avenue
of exploration to make a
meaningful impact on cost
savings.

With numerous options having being explored
over the past number of years, Bandag has
observed a Return to Retreading as many
transporters realise the true value of the
Bandag Retreading System.
More

than

50

years

ago,

Bandag

revolutionised the retreading industry with a

Your needs

Our Programmes & Services

• A better view on your fleet’s tyre needs, cost
structure
• Advice on the most effective use of resources
and cost reduction possibilities
• Tyre products offering you the best value for
money
• Close follow-up on your fleet’s tyre
programmes
• Maximum fleet uptime
• Best in Class Management systems
• Peace of mind

•A
 udit and analyses, extensive reporting
• R ecommendations according to your specific
situation and needs, tyre policy
•C
 omprehensive tyre programmes, the ideal
mix of best-in-class new and retread tyre
products
• P reventative maintenance
• E TA 24/7 roadside assistance
•M
 anagement reporting, centralised billing
•C
 omprehensive third party, product reliability
and service deficiency insurance

pre-cure retreading system aimed primarily at

have evolved and demands become even

Today, Bandag offers a multitude of products

reducing the operating costs of transporters.

greater. Bandag has been there every step of

and services all geared to provide transporters

the way to meet these demands and ensure

with peace of mind while Bandag focuses

It will come as no surprise to learn that over the

that the wheels of its fleet customers keep

on ensuring a maximum return on your tyre

length of this journey, the needs of transporters

rolling.

investment.

With Bandag, you don’t have to be a tyre expert. You just have to know one!
For more information on how you can benefit contact Bandag today on +27 11 439 6000 or visit www.bandag.co.za.

With the reliability you get from Bandag, your ﬂeet can take on anything.
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